
The World Peace Diet
A lecture - presentation by

Will Tuttle, Ph.D.

“Use The World Peace Diet as a guide to empower yourselves and others in makin
beyond what you can possibly imagine.” Julia Butterfly Hill, environmental activ

“A profoundly insightful and important book, The World Peace Diet is sure to be a
and powerful tool in the evolution of human consciousness.” Satya Magazine

“Thought-provoking and recommended.” Library Journal

“The World Peace Diet is one of the most provocative books I’ve ever read. This
book, aglow with insights that penetrate and expose the complacency of a culture
strayed painfully far from compassion.” John Robbins, noted author

“Will Tuttle brings a priceless perspective—not only to the planetary crisis confr
all, but also to powerful ways we each can affect it. This book is radiant with his
and his compassion.” Dr. Joanna Macy, author, Coming Back To Life

“I am grateful for this powerful and cogent book. It has stretched my thinking (a
about animals, compassion, and our society.” John Mackey, founder, Whole Food

Dr. Will Tuttle, acclaimed educator, author, pianist, and composer, has lectu
performed widely throughout North America and Europe. His doctorate
from the University of California, Berkeley, focused on educating intuitio
courses in creativity, humanities, mythology, religion, and philosophy. H
Courage of Conscience Award and is a Dharma Master in the Zen trad
awakening, he has created 7 much-loved CD albums of original piano mus
The World Peace Diet. He is noted for his clear and inspiring presentations
paintings by his spouse, Madeleine, a visionary artist. See www.WorldPeac
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